
* When speaking with the person, until it reaches the point where the same thing is repeated you
speak.

* As for levelling up with just enemy with respect to field sufficient. The enemy in the strong water
building escapes everything.

1: Church. The physical strength can be recovered. Returning often, you inquire about information.
2: City hall. It keeps accompanying [ueruzu] in the church.
3: School. Helping the carol at the third floor, it keeps accompanying in the church.
3: School. Helping [jiyanetsuto] in the first floor, it keeps accompanying in the church.
3: School. In the first floor story is heard in Franklin.
4: Hospital. In the first floor story is heard in [uesu].
1: Church. Hears story in the carpenter.
5: It reaches the point where the door of the boat shed opens.
6: Troop camp. Procuring the rifle and the bullet.
7: Ruins. It keeps accompanying Whitman in the church.
8: Drugstore. It meets to Peter.
3: School. In the first floor story is heard in Franklin.
1: Church. Hears story in the carpenter.
9: Library. The stairway is inspected.
10: Shed. You speak with the franc. When the box is inspected, the stairway to the underground is
found. You speak with [omadon] at the underground.
1: Church. Story of everyone is heard.
4: Hospital. You speak with Franklin at the second floor.
At the underground the key is received in the doctor bus.
You speak with Franklin at the second floor, you speak with two people entering the ward.

1: Church. Story of everyone is heard.
10: Shed. You speak with [omadon].
12: It keeps accompanying [kiyameron] in the church.
1: Church. The shot cancer/gun is received in [kiyameron].
4: Hospital. You speak with Franklin.
11: Warehouse. When it speaks to Gordon, the medallion enters into the hand.
4: Hospital. You speak with Franklin.
1: Church. You speak with carry.
12: Laboratory. You verify that it is not the medallion in the case which cracks.
1: Church. Until you inquire about the thing of [rojiya] and Peter in [jiyanetsuto], you hear in everyone
and are packed.
8: Drugstore. Story is heard in Peter.
13: Graveyard. When [rojiya] is inspected, the entrance to the underground comes out.
You speak with [kuronenbagu] which is on the underground.

8: Drugstore. Story is heard in Peter.
10: Shed. You speak with the franc.
14: Graveyard. You speak with [kuronenbagu].
1: Church. You speak with everyone.
4: Hospital. It keeps accompanying Patoric in the church.
4: Hospital. It keeps accompanying the sun gong in the church.
1: Church. You speak with [kiyameron].
14: Graveyard. You speak with [kuronenbagu].
4: Hospital. You speak with Frank.
1: Church. You speak with [kiyameron].
6: Troop camp. The wireless radio is taken from the shelf.
3: School. That it tries probably to enter into the classroom of first floor north west message is made.
1: Church. You speak with the priest.
8: At the drugstore the rope it does and receives.
3: School. When it enters into the classroom of first floor north west, the ladder is applied
automatically.
Pushing down the boss at the underground, you obtain medallion B.



1: Church. Until Patoric remembers dream, story is heard in everyone.
7: Ruins. [romero] is pushed down at the underground, the machine-gun is received.
Furthermore with the inner part “there is a spring”, “there being water, it does not advance”,

message is made.
1: Church. Story is heard in everyone.
4: Hospital. It keeps accompanying Franklin to the church. Because first fails,
Returning to the one time church, when you hear story in everyone, go once more it succeeds.

8: Drugstore. The food is received.
10: Shed. It keeps accompanying the franc which is on the underground in the church.
10: Shed. You speak with [omadon].
7: Ruins. The death of [romero] is verified.
1: Church. Story is heard in everyone.
8: Drugstore. It keeps accompanying [suteibun] in the church. The light/write is received at the
church.
13: Graveyard. The armor enters into the hand forward the entrance the underground.
1: Church. You speak with everyone.
12: At the underground the medallion is received in [uesu].
10: Shed. You speak with [omadon].
7: Ruins. The spring and the river are inspected at the underground, (message is made).
1: Church. You speak with everyone. As looks at the circumstances of [uesu] in the priest, it is asked.
12: After speaking with [uesu] at the underground, the [ri] which takes the photograph at the second
floor, in addition you speak with [uesu].
1: Church. Until MF value rises, story is heard in [ueruzu], [kuronenbagu] and [jiyanetsuto].
After that one sort story is heard from everyone.

8: Drugstore. It keeps accompanying Peter in the church.
1: The flame thrower is received in Peter, hears story in the priest.
13: Graveyard. When from the entrance fifth is inspected from the left in the second line, the
entrance is found.
The medallion is obtained at the underground.

7: Ruins. The gravestone of the underground first floor is inspected.
12: The corpse of [uesu] is discovered at the underground.
10: The gravestone of the ruins is made to read to [omadon].
1: Story of everyone is heard at the church.
8: Drugstore. The explosive is found with the shelf.
7: Ruins. The spring and the river are inspected, (message is made).
1: Story of everyone is heard at the church.
7: Ruins. When it goes to the spring, the explosive is used.
When it goes to the river, there is a corpse, when you inspect, the bazooka enters into the hand.
The door of the inner part is inspected.

1: Story of everyone is heard at the church.
2: It keeps accompanying [uerusu] which is in the city hall to the church.
1: Story of everyone is heard at the church.
2: You open the door of the city hall, fight with the boss.
1: Church. The cross is received in the carol.
7: Ruins. The boss is pushed down.


